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• A new boson discovered at 125 GeV 
• Is it the SM Higgs boson? 
• Is it responsible for EW symmetry 

breaking?  
• Focus on Higgs searches in 

“boosted topologies”
• H→bb: No observation yet of direct 

couplings H(125) to fermions
• H→VV:

• At low mass - main discovery 
channels (ZZ→4l, γγ, WW→lνlν)

• At high mass - extended Higgs 
sector?  Is H(125) fully responsible 
for EW symmetry breaking?
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contents

• Search for SM Higgs boson in VH→Vbb
• Moderately boosted analysis in 6 final states

• mature analysis -- many generations
• others: boosted Hττ and VBF Hbb analyses

• Search for Higgs-like boson in H→WW→lνJ
• Highly boosted analysis, both SM and beyond the SM 

interpretations
• Jet substructure W-tagging methods

• Future prospects and summary
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VH→ff+bb
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_ _

ZH→eebb, ZH→µµbb, ZH→ννbb
WH→eνbb, WH→µνbb, WH→τνbb
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VH→ff+bb analysis features
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Signature:
VH → V(lν,ll,νν) + b + b 

Signal: 
VH 115-140 GeV
Backgrounds:
V+jets (0/1/2 b’s),
ttbar, 
WW/WZ/ZZ

Kinematics: 
boosted V back-to-back with two b jets

Discriminating observables:
Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) or Mjj (alternate)

Higgs reconstructed 
via mjj including b jet 

energy regression

data-driven background 
extraction using 
simultaneous fit in 
multiple control regions

Binned shape limits using BDT or Mjj shape
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samples, objects, event selection
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VH → {l (e,µ) and/or MET} + bb

CMS √s = 7 TeV dataset, 5 fb-1  and √s = 8 TeV dataset, 19 fb-1

Triggers: 
single/double lepton triggers, tau + MET trigger, MET + jet trigger

Physics Objects - particle flow inputs

muons/electrons: pT(µ,e) > 30 (35) GeV
taus: single prong tau, pT(τ) > 40 GeV
missing transverse energy: MET(µ,e) > 50 (70) GeV 
jets: cluster with AK5, Combined secondary vertex 
discriminant is used to identify b jets, b jet energy 
regression is applied.

b jet energy regression is validated in data using 
Z(ll)Z(bb) and top-enriched events

8 5 Event Selection
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Figure 1: Dijet mass distribution for simulated samples of Z(``)H(bb) events (mH = 125 GeV),
before (red) and after (blue) the energy correction from the regression procedure is applied. A
Bukin function [33] is fit to the distribution and the fitted width of the core of the distribution
is displayed on the figure.

CSV value, CSVmin, and the distance in h–f between Higgs daughters, DR(jj). It has been326

been suggested that variables related to techniques that study in more detail the substructure327

of jets could help improve the sensitivity of the H ! bb searches [31]. In this analysis, several328

combinations of such variables were considered as additional inputs to the BDT discriminant.329

However they did not yield significant gains in sensitivity and are not included in the final330

training used.331

A fit is performed to the shape of the output distribution of this final BDT discriminant to search332

for events resulting from Higgs boson production. Before testing all events through this final333

BDT discriminant, events are classified based on where they fall in the output distributions of334

several other BDT discriminants that are trained to discern signal from specific background335

processes. This technique, similar to the one used by the CDF collaboration in [34], divides the336

samples into four distinct subsets that are enriched in tt, V+jets, dibosons, and VH. The increase337

in the analysis sensitivity from using this technique in the Z(nn)H and W(`n)H channels is 5–338

10%. For the Z(``)H channel the improvement is not as large and therefore the technique339

is not used for that case. The technique is also not used in the W(tn)H channel due to the340

limited size of the Monte Carlo samples available for training multiple BDT discriminants. The341

first background-specific BDT discriminant is trained to separate tt from VH, the second one342

is trained to separate V+jets from VH, and the third one separates diboson events from VH.343

The output distributions of the background-specific BDTs are used to separate events in four344

categories: those that fail a cut on the tt BDT are classified as tt -like events, those that pass the345

tt BDT cut but fail a cut on the V+jets BDT are classified as V+jets -like events, those that pass346

the V+jets BDT cut but fail the cut on the diboson BDT are classified as diboson-like events and,347

finally, those that pass all BDT cuts are VH-enriched events. The events in each category are348

then run through the final BDT discriminant and the resulting distribution, now composed of349

four distinct subsets of events, is used as input to the fitting procedure.350

As a validation of the multi-variate approach to this analysis, these BDT discriminants are also351

15% improvement in the 
mass resolution gives 

10-20% improvement in 
expected sensitivity
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event selection
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Boosted Decision Tree inputs
pT(j1,j2), mjj, pTjj, pTV

CSVmax, CSVmin
Δφ(V,H), Δηjj, ΔRjj, Naj, Δθpull, Δφ(ΜΕΤ,j)

Additional kinematics: mHV, θZZ*,θZl  

Kinematic observables are combined 
into a multivariate BDT discriminant

Full set of kinematic cuts for BDT and 
mjj analyses are defined in the backup

VH and jet substructure: sorry, no plots...
Dedicated studies have been performed to determine the added sensitivity from using 
substructure quantities
CA12 mass-drop + filtering jets are explored adding the filtered subjets information 
when existing, pTJ, mJ, (mJ -mjj)
Subjet energy regression also is applied indicating improvements in simulation
Ultimately results do not include these developments, LHC Run I data not enough to 
take advantage of boosted techniques

50 GeV 100 GeV 150 GeV 200 GeV pT
W(lν)
W(τν)
Z(ll)
Z(νν)
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background scale factors
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Table 6: Definition of control regions for the Z(nn)H channel for the low, intermediate and
high pT(V) regions. The values in parenthesis are for the intermediate and high pT(V) regions.
Nal is the number of additional isolated leptons in the event. The values listed for kinematical
variables are in units of GeV.

Variable Z+LF Z+HF tt W+LF W+HF
pT(j1) > 60 > 60 > 60 > 60 > 60
pT(j2) > 30 > 30 > 30 > 30 > 30
pT(jj) > 100 (> 130,> 130) > 100 (> 130,> 130) > 100 (> 130,> 130) > 100 (> 130,> 130) > 100 (> 130,> 130)
m(jj) < 250 < 250, veto [100 � 140] 250, veto [100 � 140] < 250 < 250, veto [100 � 140]
pT(V) – – – – –

CSVmax [0.244 � 0.898] > 0.679 > 0.898 [0.244 � 0.898] > 0.679
CSVmin – > 0.244 – – > 0.244

Naj < 2 (–,–) < 2 (–,–) � 1 = 0 = 0
Nal = 0 = 0 = 1 = 1 = 1

Emiss
T [100 � 130] ([130 � 170],> 170) [100 � 130] ([130 � 170],> 170) [100 � 130] ([130 � 170],> 170) [100 � 130] ([130 � 170],> 170) [100 � 130] ([130 � 170],> 170)

Df(V, H) – > 2.0 – – > 2.0
Df(Emiss

T , jet) > 0.7 (> 0.7,> 0.5) > 0.7 (> 0.7,> 0.5) > 0.7 (> 0.7,> 0.5) > 0.7 (> 0.7,> 0.5) > 0.7 (> 0.7,> 0.5)
Df(Emiss

T , Emiss
T

(trks)
) < 0.5 < 0.5 – – –

Emiss
T significance > 3 (–,–) > 3 (–,–) > 3 (–,–) > 3 (–,–) > 3 (–,–)

Table 7: 8 TeV Data/MC scale factors for each control region in each decay mode. The errors
include the statistical uncertainty from the fit, and a systematic uncertainty accounting for pos-
sible data/MC shape differences in the discriminating variables. Electron and muons samples
in Z(``)H and W(`n)H are fit simultaneously to determine average scale factors.

Process W(`n)H Z(``)H Z(nn)H
Low pT

W0b 1.03 ± 0.01 ± 0.05 – 0.83 ± 0.02 ± 0.04
W1b 2.22 ± 0.25 ± 0.20 – 2.30 ± 0.21 ± 0.11
W2b 1.58 ± 0.26 ± 0.24 – 0.85 ± 0.24 ± 0.14
Z0b – 1.11 ± 0.04 ± 0.06 1.24 ± 0.03 ± 0.09
Z1b – 1.59 ± 0.07 ± 0.08 2.06 ± 0.06 ± 0.09
Z2b – 0.98 ± 0.10 ± 0.08 1.25 ± 0.05 ± 0.11

tt 1.03 ± 0.01 ± 0.04 1.10 ± 0.05 ± 0.06 1.01 ± 0.02 ± 0.04
Intermediate pT

W0b 1.02 ± 0.01 ± 0.07 – 0.93 ± 0.02 ± 0.04
W1b 2.90 ± 0.26 ± 0.20 – 2.08 ± 0.20 ± 0.12
W2b 1.30 ± 0.23 ± 0.14 – 0.75 ± 0.26 ± 0.11
Z0b – – 1.19 ± 0.03 ± 0.07
Z1b – – 2.30 ± 0.07 ± 0.08
Z2b – – 1.11 ± 0.06 ± 0.12

tt 1.02 ± 0.01 ± 0.15 – 0.99 ± 0.02 ± 0.03
High pT

W0b 1.04 ± 0.01 ± 0.07 – 0.93 ± 0.02 ± 0.03
W1b 2.46 ± 0.33 ± 0.22 – 2.12 ± 0.22 ± 0.10
W2b 0.77 ± 0.25 ± 0.08 – 0.71 ± 0.25 ± 0.15
Z0b – 1.11 ± 0.04 ± 0.06 1.17 ± 0.02 ± 0.08
Z1b – 1.59 ± 0.07 ± 0.08 2.13 ± 0.05 ± 0.07
Z2b – 0.98 ± 0.10 ± 0.08 1.12 ± 0.04 ± 0.10

tt 1.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.11 1.10 ± 0.05 ± 0.06 0.99 ± 0.02 ± 0.03

scale factors across all channels
Strategy is to derive data-

driven scale factors for the 
main backgrounds

Define control samples 
and perform simultaneous fit 
of the yields of backgrounds:

V + 0b
V + 1b
V + 2b

tt

Most scale factors are near 
unity except for V+1b events.

Interpretation: mismodeling of 
g to bb in parton shower 

modeling
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validation of scale factors, BDT
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multi-BDT approach
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For channels with multiple 
significant background 

contributions, WH/Z(νν)H.

Train in multiple BDT in 
different categories on 
different background 

contributions.

Shows 5-10% improvement 
in expected limits

Z(ll)H and W(τν) use a single 
BDT discriminant
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Table 8: Information about each source of systematic uncertainty, including whether it affects
the shape or normalization of the BDT output, the uncertainty on signal or background yields,
and the relative contribution to the uncertainty on the signal strength. Due to correlations, the
total systematic uncertainty is less than the sum in quadrature of the individual uncertainties.
The last column shows the percentage decrease in the total signal strength uncertainty, includ-
ing statistical, when removing that specific source of uncertainty. The ranges quoted are due
to variations from 7 and 8 TeV data, different decay modes, specific background processes, and
the different Higgs boson mass hypotheses.

Yield uncertainty (%) Contribution to Removal effect on
Source Type range uncertainty (%) total uncertainty (%)

Luminosity normalization 2.2-4.4 < 2 < 0.1
Lepton efficiency and trigger (per lepton) normalization 3 < 2 < 0.1

Z(nn)H triggers shape 3 < 2 < 0.1
Jet energy scale shape 2–3 5.0 0.5

Jet energy resolution shape 3–6 5.9 0.7
Missing transverse energy shape 3 3.2 0.2

b-tagging shape 3–15 10.2 2.1
Signal cross section (scale and PDF) normalization 4 3.9 0.3

Signal cross section (pT boost, EWK/QCD) normalization 2/5 3.9 0.3
Signal Monte Carlo statistics shape 1–5 13.3 3.6
Backgrounds (data estimate) normlization 10 15.9 5.2

Single-top (simulation estimate) normalization 15 5.0 0.5
Dibosons (simulation estimate) normalization 15 5.0 0.5

MC modeling (V+jets and tt) shape 10 7.4 1.1

tW-channel, respectively. For the diboson backgrounds, a 15% cross section uncertainty is
assumed. These uncertainties are consistent with the CMS measurements of these processes
in [48] and [49], respectively.

The combined effect of the systematic uncertainties results in an increase of about 15% on the
expected upper limit on the Higgs boson production cross section and in a reduction of 15% on
the expected significance of an observation when the Higgs boson is present in the data at the
predicted standard model rate.

8 Results

Results are obtained from combined signal and background fits to the shape of the output
distributions of the BDT discriminants trained separately for each channel and for each Higgs
boson mass hypothesis in the 110–135 GeV range examined. In the fit the BDT shape and
normalization, for signal and for each background component, are allowed to vary within the
systematic and statistical uncertainties described in section 7. These uncertainties are treated as
nuisance parameters in the fit, with appropriate correlations taken into account. All nuisance
parameters, including the scale factors described in section 6 get adjusted by the fit.

Figure 1 shows an example of these BDT distributions, for the mH= 125 GeV training, for the
high pT(V) bin of the Z(nn)H channel. The adjusted scale factors have been applied. The four
partitions in the figure on the left correspond to the subsets enriched in tt, vector-boson+jets,
dibosons and finally, VH -as described in section 5. The figure on the right shows the last,
VH-enriched, partition in more detail. For completeness, all the BDT distributions are shown
in Figs. 6–10, in appendix 10. Fig. 2 combines all these discriminants into a single distribution
where all events, for all channels, are sorted in bins of similar expected signal-to-background
ratio, as given by the value of the output of their corresponding BDT discriminant (trained

• Shape uncertainties
• b tagging, JER/JES, trigger, generator modeling, bin-by-bin statistics

• Normalization uncertainties
• scale factors, signal cross-section 

• Uncertainties total ~15%
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• A complimentary analysis is run using just the mjj mass distribution
• Higgs boson signal strength measured as 0.76+0.68-0.66

• Validation: re-training the BDT for VZ→Vbb gives a 7.5σ excess (8 TeV only)
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• For visualization, combined BDT distribution
• Observed limits consistent with SM Higgs injected expected limits
• P-value: 2.1σ, Higgs best-fit signal strength: 1.0+0.5-0.5

events weighted by expected signal yield for SM Higgs
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other “boosted” fermionic modes

• H→ττ
• MVA MET object which takes 

advantage of PU Jet ID
• VBF (pT > 100 GeV) and 1-jet (pT > 150 

GeV) categories for τHτH requires a 
boosted H(ττ) system 

• VBF H→bb
• quark-gluon discrimination is used to 

better identify VBF jets
• moderate boost required of the bb 

system (pT > 100 GeV)
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H→WW→lνJ
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several related analyses:
Exotic high mass WW resonances^

WW scattering
anomalous triple gauge couplings

^ see talk be P. Maksimovic 
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H→WW→lνJ analysis features
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Signature:
WW → {l + MET} + fat jet 

Signal: 
ggH+VBF 600-1000 GeV
Backgrounds:
W+jets (dominant)
ttbar, 
single top, 
WW/WZ

Kinematics: 
highly boosted W(lν) back-to-back with fat jet

Discriminating observables:
pruned jet mass, mJ, and three-body mass, mlνJ

Fat Jet:
Use jet substructure  

techniques to identify 
single jets containing 

decay products of 
hadronic W 

data-driven background 
extraction of dominant 
background shape using 
mJ sideband

Unbinned shape limits using mlνJ shape
[SM and BSM limits]
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WW → l (e,µ) + MET + J 

CMS √s = 8 TeV dataset, 19 fb-1

Triggers: single lepton triggers - thresholds at 24 (27) GeV 
for µ and e channels

Event selection:
pTJ and pTW > 200 GeV
leptonic mTW > 30 GeV
Topological back-to-back angular cuts 
Veto presence of b jets using CMS “standard” AK5 jets

Physics Objects - particle flow inputs
leptons: pT(µ,e) > 30 (35) GeV; veto presence of 2nd µ or e
missing transverse energy: MET(µ,e) > 50 (70) GeV 
jets: cluster with CA8, pruned jet mass = 65-105 GeV, cut on 
N-subjettiness (one-pass kT) τ2/τ1 < 0.5;
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See talk by E. Usai

We tried a number of jet 
substructure observables to 
determine which would give 

the best performance.  

Includes MVA discriminants 
(8 variables)

which show a small 
improvement in performance

To whet the appetite...
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Fit from MC

xs/lineshape reweight

Signal and Bkg Estimation

28

Signal

WW/WZ/ZZ

Single Top

TTbar

W+jets

SF for Top

SF for W

Jet mass 
correction

Data-driven for Dominant bkg:
• Normalization: fit mJ sideband 
• Shape:

Top-enriched 
Control sample

7

data. By applying all analysis requirements, but instead to require at least one b-tagged jet198

in the event, a sample of W boson decaying hadronically into a single jet can be isolated in199

a sample of nearly pure tt̄ and single-top events. We use this top-enriched control sample to200

validate the hadronically decaying W boson selection. The distribution of t2/t1 in this control201

sample is shown in left plot of Fig. 3, while the right shows the pruned jet mass distribution202

after applying a cut on t2/t1 < 0.5. From the comparison between data and Monte Carlo, a203

normalization correction factor for tt̄ and single top is evaluated in the signal region. The scale204

factor is measured to be 0.95 ± 0.06 (0.92 ± 0.06) in the muon (electron) channel.205

A simultaneous fit to the jet mass distributions before and after the jet mass and t2/t1 cuts are206

used to extract a data-to-MC efficiency scale factor for identifying merged W bosons. The scale207

factor for W-tagging is 0.95 ± 0.10 (0.86 ± 0.10) in the muon (electron) channel. In addition,208

the Whad peak mass and resolution are extracted from the same fit and are measured to be209

83.4 ± 0.4 GeV and 7.4 ± 0.4 GeV in simulation and 84.5 ± 0.4 GeV and 8.7 ± 0.6 GeV in data.210

The larger resolution in data with respect to that of the simulation is in agreement with past211

CMS measurements of jet energy resolution [67].
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Figure 3: The t2/t1 distribution in the top-enriched control sample is shown on the left. The
pruned jet mass distribution in the top-enriched control sample after applying a cut on t2/t1
for the muon channel is shown on the right including the fit to both data and simulation.
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6 Background and Signal Estimation213

The final discriminating variable in the analysis is the shape of the three-body m`nJ distribu-214

tion. The signal normalization and shape is estimated from MC with data-to-MC corrections215

applied for mass scale, normalization and resolution extracted from a top-enriched control216

sample. The non-dominant background processes tt̄, single top and dibosons (WW/WZ) are217

estimated with the simulation, taking from MC both the shapes and the normalizations, appro-218

priately corrected to match data by using the scale factors derived in the top-enriched control219

sample. Background contributions from inclusive QCD processes are negligible due to the220

large requirement on E/T.221

We estimate the main W+jets background contribution extracted from data via the sideband222

method to extract the shape and normalization. As mentioned previously, the signal region223
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6 Background and Signal Estimation213

The final discriminating variable in the analysis is the shape of the three-body m`nJ distribu-214

tion. The signal normalization and shape is estimated from MC with data-to-MC corrections215

applied for mass scale, normalization and resolution extracted from a top-enriched control216

sample. The non-dominant background processes tt̄, single top and dibosons (WW/WZ) are217

estimated with the simulation, taking from MC both the shapes and the normalizations, appro-218

priately corrected to match data by using the scale factors derived in the top-enriched control219

sample. Background contributions from inclusive QCD processes are negligible due to the220

large requirement on E/T.221

We estimate the main W+jets background contribution extracted from data via the sideband222

method to extract the shape and normalization. As mentioned previously, the signal region223

W + jets is dominant background (see next slides)
top and W-jet scale factors are determined from top-
enriched control regions

see talk by P. Maksimovic for more 
details on scale factor extraction
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8 6 Background and Signal Estimation

(SR) is defined around the W boson mass, requiring the pruned jet mass to fall within mJ =224

[65-105] GeV, while an event falls in the lower sideband (LSB) if mJ has a value in [40-65] GeV,225

or in the upper sideband region when mJ = [105,130] GeV.226

The W+jets normalization is obtained from a sideband fit of data in the mj spectrum, as shown227

in Fig. 4 (left), where the signal region is not used in the fit. All background contributions228

except for W+jets are fixed from the simulation, and all the distributions are parametrized with229

functions determined with dedicated fits on each simulated sample. The uncertainty band230

includes contributions from the fit parameter errors and normalization uncertainties for the231

non-dominant background contributions detailed more in Sec. 7.232

The W+jets shape in the signal region is determined from the lower sideband, through an
extrapolation function aMC(m`nj) derived from the W+jets simulation, defined as:

aMC(m`nj) =
FMC,SR(m`nj)

FMC,LSB(m`nj)
(4)

where the function aMC(m`nj) is determined from MC in order to account for the correlations233

between the jet mass and the mass of the three-body system and FMC,SR(m`nj) and FMC,LSB(m`nj)234

are the probability density functions used to describe the m`nj spectrum in simulation for the235

signal region and low sideband region, respectively. In particular, the HERWIG sample is used,
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Figure 4: Data and MC distribution for the mj sideband and signal region is shown on the left.
The normalization W+jets contribution is extracted from a fit to the sideband region excluding
the signal one. On the right, the extrapolation function a from sideband to signal region is
shown including the statistical uncertainty bands of fit parameters and systematics related to
parton shower and fit function models. The original sideband and signal region fits for m`nj are
also shown on the same figure.
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as this generator is known to better describe the jet substructure [64]. The shapes of aMC(m`nj)237

can be seen in Fig. 4 (right). The red and blue lines are the fits of the m`nj shape in the signal238

and in the low sideband region, respectively. Their ratio is given by the black line and the black239

(green) shaded regions correspond to the 1s (2s) bands of the fit parameters. The structure240

of the uncertainty band is due to the functional form that is chosen. The difference between241

the HERWIG and PYTHIA determinations is taken as an additional systematic effect due to the242

choice of the alternate parton shower model, labeled as ”Alternate PS” in Fig. 4. The systematic243

signal region 
normalization
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Figure 4: Data and MC distribution for the mj sideband and signal region is shown on the left.
The normalization W+jets contribution is extracted from a fit to the sideband region excluding
the signal one. On the right, the extrapolation function a from sideband to signal region is
shown including the statistical uncertainty bands of fit parameters and systematics related to
parton shower and fit function models. The original sideband and signal region fits for m`nj are
also shown on the same figure.
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can be seen in Fig. 4 (right). The red and blue lines are the fits of the m`nj shape in the signal238

and in the low sideband region, respectively. Their ratio is given by the black line and the black239

(green) shaded regions correspond to the 1s (2s) bands of the fit parameters. The structure240

of the uncertainty band is due to the functional form that is chosen. The difference between241

the HERWIG and PYTHIA determinations is taken as an additional systematic effect due to the242

choice of the alternate parton shower model, labeled as ”Alternate PS” in Fig. 4. The systematic243

α function from simulation:
extrapolates W+jets shape in 

sideband region into the signal region

sideband fit to determine W+jets 
normalization in the signal region

sideband region mlνJ W+jets shape 
extrapolated into signal region via α

sideband

sideband
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Figure 5: Top: distributions in the LSB for data and MC for muons (left) and electrons (right).
Bottom: final m`nj distributions in the signal region are shown for the muon (left) and electron
(right) channels.Nhan Tran BOOST 2013
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except for W+jets are fixed from the simulation, and all the distributions are parametrized with229

functions determined with dedicated fits on each simulated sample. The uncertainty band230

includes contributions from the fit parameter errors and normalization uncertainties for the231

non-dominant background contributions detailed more in Sec. 7.232
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Figure 4: Data and MC distribution for the mj sideband and signal region is shown on the left.
The normalization W+jets contribution is extracted from a fit to the sideband region excluding
the signal one. On the right, the extrapolation function a from sideband to signal region is
shown including the statistical uncertainty bands of fit parameters and systematics related to
parton shower and fit function models. The original sideband and signal region fits for m`nj are
also shown on the same figure.
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as this generator is known to better describe the jet substructure [64]. The shapes of aMC(m`nj)237

can be seen in Fig. 4 (right). The red and blue lines are the fits of the m`nj shape in the signal238

and in the low sideband region, respectively. Their ratio is given by the black line and the black239

(green) shaded regions correspond to the 1s (2s) bands of the fit parameters. The structure240

of the uncertainty band is due to the functional form that is chosen. The difference between241

the HERWIG and PYTHIA determinations is taken as an additional systematic effect due to the242

choice of the alternate parton shower model, labeled as ”Alternate PS” in Fig. 4. The systematic243
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Figure 5: Top: distributions in the LSB for data and MC for muons (left) and electrons (right).
Bottom: final m`nj distributions in the signal region are shown for the muon (left) and electron
(right) channels.

W+jets sideband α function Putting all together:
Final mlνJ distribution 

in signal region

Uncertainties on W+jets shape come from:
- W+jets sideband fit 
- α function fit shape uncertainty
- Shape uncertainty from alternate parton shower    
and alternate fitting functions
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Figure 5: Top: distributions in the LSB for data and MC for muons (left) and electrons (right).
Bottom: final m`nj distributions in the signal region are shown for the muon (left) and electron
(right) channels.
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Figure 5: Top: distributions in the LSB for data and MC for muons (left) and electrons (right).
Bottom: final m`nj distributions in the signal region are shown for the muon (left) and electron
(right) channels.
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data. By applying all analysis requirements, but instead to require at least one b-tagged jet198

in the event, a sample of W boson decaying hadronically into a single jet can be isolated in199

a sample of nearly pure tt̄ and single-top events. We use this top-enriched control sample to200

validate the hadronically decaying W boson selection. The distribution of t2/t1 in this control201

sample is shown in left plot of Fig. 3, while the right shows the pruned jet mass distribution202

after applying a cut on t2/t1 < 0.5. From the comparison between data and Monte Carlo, a203

normalization correction factor for tt̄ and single top is evaluated in the signal region. The scale204

factor is measured to be 0.95 ± 0.06 (0.92 ± 0.06) in the muon (electron) channel.205

A simultaneous fit to the jet mass distributions before and after the jet mass and t2/t1 cuts are206

used to extract a data-to-MC efficiency scale factor for identifying merged W bosons. The scale207

factor for W-tagging is 0.95 ± 0.10 (0.86 ± 0.10) in the muon (electron) channel. In addition,208

the Whad peak mass and resolution are extracted from the same fit and are measured to be209

83.4 ± 0.4 GeV and 7.4 ± 0.4 GeV in simulation and 84.5 ± 0.4 GeV and 8.7 ± 0.6 GeV in data.210

The larger resolution in data with respect to that of the simulation is in agreement with past211

CMS measurements of jet energy resolution [67].
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Figure 3: The t2/t1 distribution in the top-enriched control sample is shown on the left. The
pruned jet mass distribution in the top-enriched control sample after applying a cut on t2/t1
for the muon channel is shown on the right including the fit to both data and simulation.

212

6 Background and Signal Estimation213

The final discriminating variable in the analysis is the shape of the three-body m`nJ distribu-214

tion. The signal normalization and shape is estimated from MC with data-to-MC corrections215

applied for mass scale, normalization and resolution extracted from a top-enriched control216

sample. The non-dominant background processes tt̄, single top and dibosons (WW/WZ) are217

estimated with the simulation, taking from MC both the shapes and the normalizations, appro-218

priately corrected to match data by using the scale factors derived in the top-enriched control219

sample. Background contributions from inclusive QCD processes are negligible due to the220

large requirement on E/T.221

We estimate the main W+jets background contribution extracted from data via the sideband222

method to extract the shape and normalization. As mentioned previously, the signal region223
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Syst. uncertainty sig, ggH sig, VBF W+jets tt̄ single t WW/WZ
lumi 4.4% 4.4% - 4.4% 4.4% 4.4%

Higgs QCD scale 6.5% † 1.3% † - - - -
Higgs PDF+as 12.1% † 5.9% † - - - -
Intf (sig/bkg) 10.0% 50.0% - - - -

Bkg cross-section - - - - 30.0% 30.0%
W+jets norm. - - 8% - - -

W-tagging 10.0% 10.0% - - - 10.0%
tt̄ norm. - - - 6.0% 6.0% -

Jet mass/energy scale 2% 2% - 2% 2% 2%
W+jets shape - - see Sec. 6 - - -

b-tagging 2.5% 2.5% - - 2.5% 2.5%
Trigger (e & µ) 1% 1% - - 1% 1%

Selection Eff. (e & µ) 2% 2% - - 2% 2%

Table 1: Summary of systematic uncertainties related to normalization of expected signal and
background yields. The symbol † denotes a mass-dependent uncertainty.

8 Results282

No significant excesses have been observed in the m`nJ spectrum, which can be seen in Fig. 5.283

Therefore, we set upper limits on the SM Higgs boson production cross section. We use the284

modified frequentist asymptotic CLS [72, 73] with profile likelihood as the test statistic in com-285

puting the exclusion limits. The limits are computed using an unbinned shape analysis where286

examples of the shapes can be seen in Fig. 5. Exclusion limits at a 95% confidence level are287

presented on the production cross section for the Higgs boson compared to the SM expectation288

in Fig. 6. An expected sensitivity to exclude the SM Higgs boson varies from 1.05 times the SM289

cross-section at 600 GeV to 4.6 times the SM cross-section at 1000 GeV. We are able to exclude290

at 1.1 (4.1) times the SM Higgs cross-section for a mass of 600 (1000) GeV.291

Concerning the BSM electroweak singlet heavy Higgs, the left side of Fig. 7 shows the 95%292

exclusion limit on the cross-section times branching ratio into a WW pair, as a function of the293

mass of the signal hypothesis. Several values of the C02 parameter, introduced in Eq. 2, are294

considered while the BRnew is kept at zero. The expected theory cross-section is also shown.295

The right side of Fig. 7 shows the same limit, for a fixed signal mass of 600 GeV as a function296

of BRnew for several values of the C02. In both cases, expected limits are shown as dashed297

lines, while observed limits as continuous ones. We find that the typical upper limit on the298

s95% ⇥ BRWW ranges from ⇠60-400 fb when BRnew = 0 where C02 ranges from 0.3-1.0. As299

a function of BRnew, the upper limit is fairly consistent due to the competing effects of an300

increasing width and decreasing cross-section as BRnew increases.301

9 Conclusions302

A search for a Higgs boson decaying into the WW final state is performed with an integrated303

luminosity of up to 19.3 fb�1 of pp collisions at
p

s = 8 TeV in the high mass regime 600 <304

mH < 1000 GeV. The search is performed where one W boson decays leptonically and the305

other W decays hadronically. The hadronic W is highly boosted and the decay products are306

contained in one jet. Requirements on the pruned jet mass and N-subjettiness, t2/t1, are used to307

separate these jets from merged W bosons from QCD jets. Benchmark searches are performed308

for high mass SM Higgs bosons and 95% exclusion is found ranging from 1.1 (4.2) times the309

Standard Model expected cross-section for the 600 (1000) GeV mass hypothesis. The results are310

• W+jets shape is one of the larger systematics effects
• W-tagging scale factor estimated in the top-enriched control 

region to be 0.95 ± 0.10 (0.89 ± 0.10) for the µ (e) channel
• Signal uncertainties are dominated by theoretical uncertainties

• PDF and αs  and interference effects -- standard within the 
LHCXSWG

data: 
<m> = 84.5 ± 0.4 GeV
σ = 8.7 ± 0.6 GeV

MC:
<m> = 83.4 ± 0.4 GeV
σ = 7.4 ± 0.4 GeV
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Figure 6: The 95% CL limit on s/sSM for a Higgs boson decaying to WW ! lnqq̄0.
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Figure 7: On the left, BSM exclusion limits for a signal mass hypothesis of 600 GeV as a function
of mass for various values of C02 where BRnew = 0. On the right, BSM exclusion limits for a
signal mass hypothesis of 600 GeV as a function of BRnew for various values of C02 where
mH = 600 GeV.
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Figure 7: On the left, BSM exclusion limits for a signal mass hypothesis of 600 GeV as a function
of mass for various values of C02 where BRnew = 0. On the right, BSM exclusion limits for a
signal mass hypothesis of 600 GeV as a function of BRnew for various values of C02 where
mH = 600 GeV.
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• Subjet b-tagging
• Large improvements in Higgs tagging 

by b tagging subjets
• See talk by I. Marchesini

• Advances in W-jets
• No longer just bump hunting... 

angular analysis with substructure
• Fractions of longitudinal and 

transversely polarized W’s 
• W+ jets vs W-  jets vs. QCD jets (?)
• See talk by E. Usai

References
CMS PASes: JME-13-006, BTV-13-001

particle level

pruned subjets
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summary

• Higgs searches with boosted topologies are presented
• VH → ff+bb search for SM Higgs boson

• Observed (expected) limit of 1.85 (0.95) times the SM Higgs 
cross-section at 125 GeV

• Consistent with a SM Higgs within errors
• Substructure methods are studied, do not bring much 

sensitivity for LHC Run I
• H →	  WW	  →	  l + ν + qq search for SM and BSM Higgs

• High mass search including a fat jet tagged as a merged W
• Limits are set on SM Higgs and also BSM models with 

modified width and cross-section
• Rich analyses, but this can just the beginning of the story for these 

modes...

29
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Table 2: Selection criteria for the samples used in the BDT training in each channel.Entries
marked with “–” indicate that the variable is not used in the given channel. If different, the
entries in parenthesis indicate the selection for the high-pT(V) region for Z(``)H and the selec-
tion for the intermediate- and high-pT(V) regions for Z(nn)H and W(`n)H ). The second and
third rows refer to the pT thresholds on the leading (j1) and sub-leading (j2) jets. pT(track) is
transverse momentum of the leading tau track. The values listed for kinematical variables are
in units of GeV.

Variable W(`n)H W(tn)H Z(``)H Z(nn)H
m`` – – [75 � 105] –

pT(j1) > 30 > 30 > 20 > 60
pT(j2) > 30 > 30 > 20 > 30
pT(jj) > 100 > 120 – > 100 (> 130,> 130)
m(jj) < 250 < 250 [40 � 250] (< 250) < 250
pT(V) 100 � 130 (130 � 180,> 180) > 120 [50 � 100] (> 100) –

CSVmax > 0.40 > 0.40 > 0.50 (> 0.244) > 0.679
CSVmin > 0.40 > 0.40 > 0.244 > 0.244

Naj – – – < 2 (–,–)
Nal = 0 = 0 – = 0

Emiss
T > 45 > 80 – [100 � 130] ([130 � 170],> 170)

Df(V, H) – – – > 2.0
Df(Emiss

T , jet) – – – > 0.7 (> 0.7, > 0.5)
Df(Emiss

T , Emiss
T

(trks)
) – – – < 0.5

Emiss
T significance – – – > 3 (–,–)

Df(Emiss
T , `) < p/2 – –

pT(t) – > 40 – –
pT(track) – > 20 – –

Table 3: Selection criteria for the samples used in the m(jj) analysis in each channel. Entries
marked with “–” indicate that the variable is not used in the given channel. If different, the
entries in parenthesis indicate the selection for the corresponding pT(V) regions as defined in
the pT(V) row. The second and third rows refer to the pT thresholds on the leading (j1) and
sub-leading (j2) jets. pT(track) is transverse momentum of the leading tau track. The values
listed for kinematical variables are in units of GeV.

Variable W(µn)H W(en)H W(tn)H Z(``)H Z(nn)H
m`` – – – 75 < m`` < 105 –

pT(j1) > 30 > 30 > 30 > 20 > 60 (> 60,> 80)
pT(j2) > 30 > 30 > 30 > 20 > 30
pT(jj) > 100 > 100 > 120 – > 110 (> 140,> 190)
pT(V) 100 � 130 (130 � 180 > 180) [100 � 150](> 150) < 250 [50 � 100], ([100 � 150],> 150) –

CSVmax 0.898 0.898 0.898 0.679 0.898
CSVmin > 0.5 > 0.5 > 0.4 > 0.5 > 0.5

Df(V, H) > 2.95 > 2.95 > 2.95 – > 2.95
DR(jj) – – = 0 �, (�,< 1.6) –

Naj = 0 = 0 = 0 – = 0
Nal = 0 = 0 > 80 – = 0

Emiss
T > 45 > 45 – < 60. [100 � 130] ([130 � 170],> 170)

Df(Emiss
T , jet) – – – – > 0.7 (> 0.7,> 0.5)

Df(Emiss
T , Emiss

T
(trks)

) – – – – < 0.5
Df(Emiss

T , `) < p/2 < p/2 – – –
pT(t) – – > 40 – –

pT(track) – – > 20 – –
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10 7 Uncertainties

Table 4: Definition of control regions for all the WH channels for the low and high pT(V)
regions. The values in parenthesis are used for the intermediate and high pT(V) region. LF
and HF refer to light- and heavy-flavor jets. Nal is the number of additional isolated leptons in
the event. The values listed for kinematical variables are in units of GeV.

Variable W+LF tt W+HF
pT(j1) > 30 > 30 > 30
pT(j2) > 30 > 30 > 30
pT(jj) > 120 > 120 > 120
pT(V) [100 � 130] ([130, 180] > 180) [100 � 130] ([130, 180] > 180) [100 � 130] ([130, 180] > 180)

CSVmax [0.244 � 0.898] > 0.898 > 0.898
Naj < 2 > 1 = 0
Nal = 0 = 0 = 0

Emiss
T > 45 > 45 > 45

Emiss
T significance > 2.0(µ) > 3.0(e) – –

m(jj) < 250 < 250 veto [90 � 150]

Table 5: Definition of control regions for the Z(``)H channel. The same selection is used for
both the low and high pT(V) regions. The values listed for kinematical variables are in units of
GeV.

Variable Z+jets tt
m`` [75 � 105] veto [75 � 105]

pT(j1) > 20 > 20
pT(j2) > 20 > 20
pT(V) [50 � 100] [50 � 100]

CSVmax > 0.244 > 0.244
CSVmin > 0.244 > 0.244

m(jj) veto [80 � 150], < 250 veto [80 � 150], < 250

scale, and jet energy resolution.

Tables 4–6 list the selection criteria used for the control regions for the WH, Z(``)H, and Z(nn)H
channels, respectively. Table 7 summarizes the fit results for all channels for 8 TeV data. The
scale factors are found to be close to unity for all processes except for vector bosons with one b
quark, for which the scale factor is of order two. In this sample most of the excess in the single
b-tagged jet data occurs in the region where two displaced vertices are found relatively close to
each other (DR < 0.5). This discrepancy is interpreted as arising mainly from mismodeling of
the generator parton shower in the gluon-splitting process to b-quark pairs. In this process the
dominant contribution contains typically a soft b quark that can end up not being reconstructed
as a jet above the pT threshold used in the analysis, or that is merged with the jet from the more
energetic b quark. These discrepancies are consistent with similar observations in other studies
of vector boson with heavy-flavor by the CMS [35] and ATLAS [36] experiments.

7 Uncertainties

The results obtained in this analysis are: An upper limit on the production cross section of
a standard model Higgs boson produced in association with a vector boson and decaying to
a bb pair, the probability that any excess of events over background comes from background
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Table 4: Definition of control regions for all the WH channels for the low and high pT(V)
regions. The values in parenthesis are used for the intermediate and high pT(V) region. LF
and HF refer to light- and heavy-flavor jets. Nal is the number of additional isolated leptons in
the event. The values listed for kinematical variables are in units of GeV.

Variable W+LF tt W+HF
pT(j1) > 30 > 30 > 30
pT(j2) > 30 > 30 > 30
pT(jj) > 120 > 120 > 120
pT(V) [100 � 130] ([130, 180] > 180) [100 � 130] ([130, 180] > 180) [100 � 130] ([130, 180] > 180)

CSVmax [0.244 � 0.898] > 0.898 > 0.898
Naj < 2 > 1 = 0
Nal = 0 = 0 = 0

Emiss
T > 45 > 45 > 45

Emiss
T significance > 2.0(µ) > 3.0(e) – –

m(jj) < 250 < 250 veto [90 � 150]

Table 5: Definition of control regions for the Z(``)H channel. The same selection is used for
both the low and high pT(V) regions. The values listed for kinematical variables are in units of
GeV.

Variable Z+jets tt
m`` [75 � 105] veto [75 � 105]

pT(j1) > 20 > 20
pT(j2) > 20 > 20
pT(V) [50 � 100] [50 � 100]

CSVmax > 0.244 > 0.244
CSVmin > 0.244 > 0.244

m(jj) veto [80 � 150], < 250 veto [80 � 150], < 250

scale, and jet energy resolution.

Tables 4–6 list the selection criteria used for the control regions for the WH, Z(``)H, and Z(nn)H
channels, respectively. Table 7 summarizes the fit results for all channels for 8 TeV data. The
scale factors are found to be close to unity for all processes except for vector bosons with one b
quark, for which the scale factor is of order two. In this sample most of the excess in the single
b-tagged jet data occurs in the region where two displaced vertices are found relatively close to
each other (DR < 0.5). This discrepancy is interpreted as arising mainly from mismodeling of
the generator parton shower in the gluon-splitting process to b-quark pairs. In this process the
dominant contribution contains typically a soft b quark that can end up not being reconstructed
as a jet above the pT threshold used in the analysis, or that is merged with the jet from the more
energetic b quark. These discrepancies are consistent with similar observations in other studies
of vector boson with heavy-flavor by the CMS [35] and ATLAS [36] experiments.

7 Uncertainties

The results obtained in this analysis are: An upper limit on the production cross section of
a standard model Higgs boson produced in association with a vector boson and decaying to
a bb pair, the probability that any excess of events over background comes from background
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Table 6: Definition of control regions for the Z(nn)H channel for the low, intermediate and
high pT(V) regions. The values in parenthesis are for the intermediate and high pT(V) regions.
Nal is the number of additional isolated leptons in the event. The values listed for kinematical
variables are in units of GeV.

Variable Z+LF Z+HF tt W+LF W+HF
pT(j1) > 60 > 60 > 60 > 60 > 60
pT(j2) > 30 > 30 > 30 > 30 > 30
pT(jj) > 100 (> 130,> 130) > 100 (> 130,> 130) > 100 (> 130,> 130) > 100 (> 130,> 130) > 100 (> 130,> 130)
m(jj) < 250 < 250, veto [100 � 140] 250, veto [100 � 140] < 250 < 250, veto [100 � 140]
pT(V) – – – – –

CSVmax [0.244 � 0.898] > 0.679 > 0.898 [0.244 � 0.898] > 0.679
CSVmin – > 0.244 – – > 0.244

Naj < 2 (–,–) < 2 (–,–) � 1 = 0 = 0
Nal = 0 = 0 = 1 = 1 = 1

Emiss
T [100 � 130] ([130 � 170],> 170) [100 � 130] ([130 � 170],> 170) [100 � 130] ([130 � 170],> 170) [100 � 130] ([130 � 170],> 170) [100 � 130] ([130 � 170],> 170)

Df(V, H) – > 2.0 – – > 2.0
Df(Emiss

T , jet) > 0.7 (> 0.7,> 0.5) > 0.7 (> 0.7,> 0.5) > 0.7 (> 0.7,> 0.5) > 0.7 (> 0.7,> 0.5) > 0.7 (> 0.7,> 0.5)
Df(Emiss

T , Emiss
T

(trks)
) < 0.5 < 0.5 – – –

Emiss
T significance > 3 (–,–) > 3 (–,–) > 3 (–,–) > 3 (–,–) > 3 (–,–)

Table 7: 8 TeV Data/MC scale factors for each control region in each decay mode. The errors
include the statistical uncertainty from the fit, and a systematic uncertainty accounting for pos-
sible data/MC shape differences in the discriminating variables. Electron and muons samples
in Z(``)H and W(`n)H are fit simultaneously to determine average scale factors.

Process W(`n)H Z(``)H Z(nn)H
Low pT

W0b 1.03 ± 0.01 ± 0.05 – 0.83 ± 0.02 ± 0.04
W1b 2.22 ± 0.25 ± 0.20 – 2.30 ± 0.21 ± 0.11
W2b 1.58 ± 0.26 ± 0.24 – 0.85 ± 0.24 ± 0.14
Z0b – 1.11 ± 0.04 ± 0.06 1.24 ± 0.03 ± 0.09
Z1b – 1.59 ± 0.07 ± 0.08 2.06 ± 0.06 ± 0.09
Z2b – 0.98 ± 0.10 ± 0.08 1.25 ± 0.05 ± 0.11

tt 1.03 ± 0.01 ± 0.04 1.10 ± 0.05 ± 0.06 1.01 ± 0.02 ± 0.04
Intermediate pT

W0b 1.02 ± 0.01 ± 0.07 – 0.93 ± 0.02 ± 0.04
W1b 2.90 ± 0.26 ± 0.20 – 2.08 ± 0.20 ± 0.12
W2b 1.30 ± 0.23 ± 0.14 – 0.75 ± 0.26 ± 0.11
Z0b – – 1.19 ± 0.03 ± 0.07
Z1b – – 2.30 ± 0.07 ± 0.08
Z2b – – 1.11 ± 0.06 ± 0.12

tt 1.02 ± 0.01 ± 0.15 – 0.99 ± 0.02 ± 0.03
High pT

W0b 1.04 ± 0.01 ± 0.07 – 0.93 ± 0.02 ± 0.03
W1b 2.46 ± 0.33 ± 0.22 – 2.12 ± 0.22 ± 0.10
W2b 0.77 ± 0.25 ± 0.08 – 0.71 ± 0.25 ± 0.15
Z0b – 1.11 ± 0.04 ± 0.06 1.17 ± 0.02 ± 0.08
Z1b – 1.59 ± 0.07 ± 0.08 2.13 ± 0.05 ± 0.07
Z2b – 0.98 ± 0.10 ± 0.08 1.12 ± 0.04 ± 0.10

tt 1.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.11 1.10 ± 0.05 ± 0.06 0.99 ± 0.02 ± 0.03
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